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Obama’s last Union address to set tone
President plans to frame
upbeat message around
successor to White House
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — For the final
time, President Barack Obama will
mount the rostrum in the House
chamber on Tuesday to deliver a
State of the Union address. But this
time, aides said, he will not bring
with him a long list of proposals that
will languish in Congress — after all

these years, a victory of experience
over hope.
Instead, Obama plans a thematic
message that effectively will be as
much a campaign agenda as a governing document. While not on the
ballot himself, Obama hopes to use
what may be the largest television
audience left in his presidency to
frame the debate about who should
replace him and where the country
should go from here.
This is a decisive moment for the
two-term president, the pivot point
where he goes from priority setter to
celebrity spectator in the contest for

the future. His speech and the days
that follow offer a last chance to bolster his lagging poll ratings, define
his legacy, rebut negative narratives
emerging from the campaign trail
and challenge his would-be successors to address the issues he deems
most vital.
Aides say Obama wants to present an upbeat, optimistic view of
America after seven years that will
contrast with the gloomy portrayals
offered by Republican candidates,
a task aided by strong job creation
numbers but complicated by continuing turmoil in the Middle East

and elsewhere.
At the same time, Obama hopes to
generate support for his approach to
issues like climate change, gun control, immigration and income inequality that can boost Hillary Clinton, the
front-runner for the Democratic nomination, even if it does not result in
further action during his tenure.
“Last year, he spoke to Congress,”
said Jennifer Psaki, the White House
communications director. “This
year, he’ll be speaking more to the
American public.”
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TAYLOR MOUNTAIN » Santa Rosa park could get easier
to navigate with possibility of 8 more miles of paths in 2017

On track for new trails
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Fluoride
fight has
renewed
interest
Foes of water additive
mount new ballot effort
seeking moratorium
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Dan Montague and his children — Layla, 6, from left, Jack, 8, and Josh, 9 — take a hike Sunday at Taylor Mountain Regional Park in Santa Rosa.
By DEREK MOORE AND
CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

ssisted by walking poles, Warren
and Maile Arnold struck out for a
hike at Taylor Mountain on Sunday
morning as sunlight began piercing a
blinding fog.
A jackrabbit popped out of the brush
on the hillside below the unpaved walking
path. The Sebastopol couple said the county regional park is among their favorite
places to exercise. But getting to the top
of the 1,400-foot mountain and back down
again has gotten more challenging for
them with each passing year.

“At our age, it’s hard on the knees,”
Maile Arnold said.
The journey could get easier with the
addition of eight miles of new trails at the
park overlooking Santa Rosa. The trails,
which could begin opening in 2017, would
loop around the mountain, adding to the
more direct route to the peak currently
used by hikers, runners, dog walkers and
other park users.
New trailheads on Kawana Terrace,
Linwood Avenue and Panorama Drive also
could make it easier for southeast Santa
Rosa residents to walk or bike to the 1,100acre park.
The expansion hinges on a $1.7 million
grant from the Federal Highway Adminis-

tration’s Recreational Trails Program that
the county applied for back in September.
The new pathways would add to the
park’s existing six miles of unpaved trails
that wind through oak woodlands, across
ridges with views of Santa Rosa and Bennett Valley, over the headwaters of Colgan
and Cooper creeks and past historic hot
springs, said Meda Freeman, spokeswoman for Sonoma County Regional Parks.
At the park Sunday, Bob Nelson of
Santa Rosa said he would welcome more
hiking options at Taylor Mountain. He
said he’s lost 87 pounds since he began
hiking the trails last March.

Undaunted by a resounding
defeat at the ballot box in 2014,
opponents of fluoridation are
mounting another try to convince Healdsburg voters to stop
adding the substance to the
city’s water supply.
Fluoride opponents are gathering voter signatures to place
the issue on the November ballot, hoping the outcome will be
different from last time, when
64 percent of voters said “yes”
to keeping fluoride in the water
and 34 percent said “no.”
This time around, they have
shifted their approach to seeking a moratorium on the additive — which is widely used to
combat tooth decay — until the
city and fluoride suppliers provide detailed chemical reports
and a written statement verifying its safety for ingestion.
Opponents also have opened
up a new front in Marin County,
pursuing a near-identical ballot
measure to stop fluoridation
in the Marin Municipal Water
District, where the practice has
been in place since the 1970s.
Their ultimate goal is to stop
adding fluoride to the water entirely, despite scores of medical
and scientific organizations that
endorse the practice as a way
to cut down on cavities, safely
strengthen teeth and benefit
families that don’t regularly visit the dentist.
But critics view the chemical
compound as an unsafe form of
mass medication and say it may
not work in reducing tooth decay. They claim recent studies
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Penn’s habit of chasing controversy
Kingpin Guzmán faces
extradition to US
following talk with actor
By JESSICA CONTRERA
WASHINGTON POST

He has jumped into riots, protested wars, drunk with dictators and aided natural disaster
relief. Now, Sean Penn has taken
his boldest step yet in what appears to be a never-ending quest
to ensure he is remembered as
more than an actor. He found the
world’s most hunted criminal
and asked him some questions

for Rolling Stone magazine.
Why, you might have asked,
would Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán sit down with the guy from
“Fast Times at Ridgemont High”?
Because while you know Penn
as a box office regular, the cartel kingpin knows him as a rebellious activist. Penn has been
using his Hollywood power to
jump into high-profile conversations for nearly the entirety of
his career, from humanitarian
moments in New Orleans and
Haiti to political kerfuffles as
controversial as this encounter
with Guzmán.
“I take no pride in keeping

secrets that may be perceived
as protecting criminals,” Penn
wrote in his Rolling Stone piece,
published Saturday. But as he
was gearing up to meet the people who would eventually lead
him to Guzmán, Penn said, he
was in his “rhythm” — this was
the kind of story he has been
working toward for years, and
not just because it might lead
to a movie eventually. The escaped fugitive was “interested
in seeing the story of his life told
on film,” if the project involved
Mexican actress Kate del CastilTURN TO PENN » PAGE A2
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